
 

2015 Future Rebels Tryouts 

The Future Rebels are moving forward in 2015! Check out what’s going on at Rebel Nation! 

This year we are making a few changes to enhance your daughters training experience. We now 

have a pro coach on staff that will be working with all the kids! Cheyenne Jenks played softball for 

Florida Gulf Coast University and then moved on to play professionally for the Chicago Bandits. 

She currently is a cross fit athlete both competing and teaching young kids. We are proud to 

welcome Cheyenne on board! We also have two hitting coaches already on staff who have worked 

with our alumni to get them to the level that colleges expect.  

In the last 5 years we have sent 58 girls to college with a scholarship. No senior in our organization 

has gone unsigned. We are always looking for hard working girls with a great attitude who want to 

play softball but also want to be a leader in life. We have the contacts to help get you there. Along 

with normal showcase tournaments, which most teams play in, we are consistently invited to 

scrimmage against colleges from around Florida and Georgia. What better way to get your 

daughter noticed than playing on the schools own fields for a few hours? We also received a very 

exclusive invite to play in the Legacy Showcase tournament in Atlanta. Check out their website to 

see a list of the 309 coaches that attended that invite only showcase last summer. We have always 

focused on smaller schools for kids simply because they will pay a better percentage of a girls cost 

for college. We have that program down but our feeling is that the addition of Cheyenne, and also a 

recruiting service that we’ve teamed with recently, will open up opportunities for kids who wish to 

get looked at by D1 schools. You no longer have to go somewhere else to get into D1 schools.  

We have recruiting coordinators assigned to each team to help the girls with emails and contacting 

coaches. This is included in the fee to play with us which is already cheaper than most organizations 

around simply because we have more teams.  Many recruiting services you see will run upwards of 

$3000, charged to you, to help get your daughter into school. Ask them who pays them.  

We have dedicated lighted fields so we can practice year round without worry of it getting dark on 

us.  We have dedicated batting cages to hit in so girls get the most swings possible each practice. We 

have fundraising opportunities available to each parent that can take care of the entire cost to play 

here. We want to help your daughter chase her dreams. 
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The only difference between ordinary and extraordinary is that little “extra”. 


